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a b s t r a c t
Multicore systems are widely deployed in both the embedded and the high end computing infrastructures. However, traditional virtualization systems can not effectively isolate shared micro architectural
resources among virtual machines (VMs) running on multicore systems. CPU and memory intensive VMs
contending for these resources will lead to serious performance interference, which makes virtualization
systems less eﬃcient and VM performance less stable. In this paper, we propose a contention-aware performance prediction model on the virtualized multicore systems to quantify the performance degradation
of VMs. First, we identify the performance interference factors and design synthetic micro-benchmarks
to obtain VM’s contention sensitivity and intensity features that are correlated with VM performance
degradation. Second, based on the contention features, we build VM performance prediction model using machine learning techniques to quantify the precise levels of performance degradation. The proposed
model can be used to optimize VM performance on multicore systems. Our experimental results show
that the performance prediction model achieves high accuracy and the mean absolute error is 2.83%.
© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
System virtualization enables multiple virtual machines (VMs)
to share underlying physical machines. Typically, multiple VMs
running on the same physical multicore system, which is called
VM consolidation, can improve resource utilization. As multicore
systems are pervasive from the embedded to the high end computing infrastructures, it becomes increasingly important to exploit
performance opportunities and improve the eﬃciency of virtualized multicore systems.
The performance of bare metal multicore system is growing
rapidly. It becomes more and more important to eﬃciently utilize
the multicore resources in the virtualization environment. However, VMs sharing the same physical multicore processor will contend for shared micro architectural resources as Fig. 1 shows.
Due to traditional virtualization systems can not effectively isolate shared micro-architectural resources among VMs [1,2], such as
shared Last Level Cache (LLC), memory controller, prefetcher and
bus bandwidth et al., VMs will encounter different levels of performance degradation [3]. Shared resource contention among VMs
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not only decreases the overall system eﬃciency but also hurts the
performance stability in each VM [4].
To address these problems, previous researchers proposed
cache partitioning [5] and page coloring techniques [6] to prevent
contention problems. While these techniques guarantee fairness
among different tasks, they lack ﬂexibility and reduce overall
cache utilization [7]. Contention-aware scheduling techniques
[1,8–10] are proposed to more ﬂexibly address resource contention
by co-scheduling cooperative tasks to share resources. Through
effectively co-locating tasks to reduce performance bottlenecks,
these scheduling techniques can improve system eﬃciency. But
some tasks may still encounter unstable performance [11] due to
the inaccurate performance prediction in the scheduling.
To more precisely manage contention problems, researchers
proposed performance modeling techniques [12–15] to infer application behaviours when they are sharing physical resources. Typically, based on the performance monitoring events, the model predicts the application’s performance behaviours. Then, performance
optimization solutions can be applied according to the predictions.
However, these modeling techniques were proposed in the nonvirtualized environment that mainly focused on the shared cache
utilization. Contrary to the non-virtualized environment, the virtualized environment is more complex due to applications running
in different VMs are ignorant about each other. The modeling techniques [16–18] previously proposed in the virtualized environment
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Fig. 1. The simpliﬁed architecture of multicore systems.

considered coarse grained factors, such as CPU, memory, storage
and network factors. The ﬁne grained micro-architectural level resource contention problems in the virtualized environment needs
further investigation.
In this paper, we propose a contention-aware performance prediction model on the virtualized multicore systems. The main contributions of this paper are described as follows:
(1) We investigate the online performance metrics of VMs
and identify the performance interference factors that contributes to the VM performance degradation. We ﬁnd that
the data access patterns and working set sizes are the dominant dimensions of resource contention, and then correspondingly design synthetic micro-benchmarks to stress the
micro-architectural shared resources. By co-locating microbenchmarks with real application VMs, we can quantitatively obtain the VMs contention sensitivity and intensity
features. These features are correlated to the eventual performance degradation when VMs are co-located on the same
multicore system.
(2) Using the obtained contention features, we build the
contention-aware VM performance prediction model using
machine learning algorithms. We collect the sensitivity and
intensity features of applications in VMs, and record the
performance degradation results of VMs with different colocation combinations. Using the collected VM’s contention
features as input variables and the performance degradation
as output results, we train the model and build the relationship between contention features and the performance
degradation. After the prediction model is built, we can
use the model to quantify performance degradation of new
VMs with their contention features. The experimental results
show that the contention aware prediction model achieves
high accuracy and the mean absolute error is 2.83%.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 analyses VM runtime performance
metrics and contention features. Section 4 presents the performance prediction model. Section 5 shows the experimental results.
Section 6 concludes this paper.
2. Related work
In multicore systems, the shared last level cache is the performance critical resource. Previous researchers [12,13,19,20] proposed
methods to analyse the shared cache usage in multicore systems.
Hardware performance monitoring techniques [21–23] are used to
capture program cache behaviours. Tam et al. [24] proposed a technique to estimate shared cache occupation for each core using on-
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line cache miss rate curve detection. West et al. [14] proposed
hardware performance monitoring based method to predict cache
usage for each thread. Based on the cache usage estimation, researchers proposed hardware partitioning [5,25] and page colouring [6,26] techniques to optimize shared cache contention problems in multicore systems.
Tang et al. [11] analysed the performance impact of co-locating
large scale datacenter applications due to resource sharing, and
showed that there exists both positive and negative impacts of colocating as application behaviour changes. Mars et al. [27,28] proposed a mechanism named Bubble-up to infer the performance
degradation due to co-locating multiple applications on a single multicore server. Zhang et al. [15] and Eyerman and Eeckhout [29] proposed performance models in the multi-thread multicore systems to more precisely co-schedule appropriate tasks.
These techniques were proposed in the non-virtualised environment. Contrary to the non-virtualised environment, the virtualised
environment has two major differences. One is that there are
various kinds of applications running in the virtualised platform,
which needs a more comprehensive method to quantify the performance interference. The other is that the applications running
in the VMs are ignorant about each other, which needs a smarter
scheduler to detect the contention problem.
In virtualised environments, Rao et al. [1] proposed a VCPU
migration algorithm to optimize resource contention problems in
NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) multicore systems. Liu and
Li [2] proposed a NUMA overhead aware hypervisor memory management policy. They introduced a method to estimate the memory zone access overhead using hardware performance counters.
Based on the estimation, they proposed two optimization techniques: a NUMA overhead aware buddy allocator and a P2M swap
FIFO. Lee and Schwan [30] proposed a region-based scheduling algorithm to manage shared cache resources in multicore platform.
Their approach put emphasis on cache/memory-centric scheduling
rather than CPU-centric load balancing due to the increasing importance of cache and memory structures to the system performance. However, these techniques only alleviate the interference
problems, but can not predict the precise performance degradation
due to resource contention.
The VM performance modeling techniques [3,16–18] were proposed to more precisely manage resources in the system. Govindan et al. [3] proposed a method of estimating the cache usage
of applications through active probing with the synthetic cache
loader benchmark, and uses the cache usage estimation to predict performance degradation of applications upon consolidation
with other applications. Kundu et al. [16,17] proposed a method of
modeling the performance of VM-hosted applications as a function
of resources allocated to the VM and the I/O resource contention
it experiences. Chiang and Huang [18] proposed the I/O interference aware scheduling for data-intensive applications in virtualized environment. They used the non-linear models to capture the
bursty I/O patterns in data-intensive applications and incorporated
the model into the VM scheduling systems. Unlike these modeling techniques, our proposed contention-aware prediction model
considers more comprehensive and ﬁne grained micro architectural resources of multicore virtualized systems. In our proposed
method, the application contention features only needs to be collected once, then the model can easily utilise these features to
quantify the performance degradation of various application combinations with machine learning algorithms.
3. VM runtime analysis
In this section, we describe the method of collecting VM runtime performance metrics and analyse resource contention factors
that contribute to VM performance degradation.
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3.1. Performance metrics
VMs simultaneously running on the same multicore systems
will contend for shared resources, and a single VM running alone
has no resource contention from other VMs. Therefore, we use
Eq. (1) to measure the level of performance degradation caused
by resource contention when two VMs are co-located on the same
multicore processor.

P DAco−run/B =

A
A
Pco−run/B
− Palone
A
Palone

(1)

where P DAco−run/B represents the performance degradation of VM
A
A when it is co-running with VM B, Pco−run/B
represents the actual performance of VM A when it is co-running with VM B,
A
Palone
represents the performance of VM A when it is running alone.
The shared resource contention in multicore systems are mainly
caused by CPU and memory intensive workloads. The performance
of these workloads can be measured online using the Cycles Per
Instruction (CPI) metric [31,32]. Through hardware performance
monitoring counters (PMC) [22], we can monitor each VM’s CPI
with low overhead. Therefore, Eq. (1) can be written as Eq. (2).

P DAco−run/B =

A
A
CP Ico−run/B
− CP Ialone
A
CP Ialone

(2)

A
where CP Ico−run/B
is the CPI of VM A when it is co-running with
A
CP Ialone

VM B,
is the CPI of VM A when it is running alone. The CPI
of a VM is calculated by the average CPI of all vCPUs in the VM.
3.2. Resource contention features
To characterise the VM’s contention features that cause the
performance degradation, we design several synthetic microbenchmarks to co-run with VMs. Previous research [33] has shown
that data access patterns and working set sizes are the dominant
factors that contribute to the performance degradation caused by
resource contention in multicore systems. Therefore, the microbenchmarks are designed according to the data access patterns
and working set sizes. Random and sequential accesses have large
difference in the usage of cache and prefetch units. Read and
write data accesses are through separate ports and channels in the
multicore systems. The application’s performance differs when its
working set ﬁts in the shared cache or resides in the main memory.
We design micro-benchmarks with three major dimensions of
Random/Sequen-tial, Read/Write, and working set sizes. Then, we
use the following micro-benchmarks to characterise different resource contention features. (1) Cache Sequential Read (CSR); (2)
Cache Random Read (CRR); (3) Cache Sequential Write (CSW); (4)
Cache Random Write (CRW); (5) Memory Sequential Read (MSR);
(6) Memory Random Read (MRR); (7) Memory Sequential Write
(MSW); (8) Memory Random Write (MRW).
The eight micro-benchmarks are carefully designed to maximise the resource contention in terms of their respective resource
utilization dimensions. These micro-benchmarks generate approximately linear interference to the corresponding resource dimensions with the increase of intensity. Based on this property, previous studies [15,27,34] have demonstrated that we can sample
only two intensity points to reduce the feature proﬁling overhead.
Cache/Memory represents the micro-benchmark’s working set size
that ﬁts in the cache or resides in the main memory. As the experiment section shows, the eight micro-benchmarks are suﬃcient
to capture the required contention features that help the model to
obtain precise prediction.
For the observed VM A, the performance interference caused
by contention can be two folds. One is contention sensitivity, the

other is contention intensity. The VM A’s contention sensitivity is
the performance degradation of VM A that is caused by other VMs’
resource contention. Conversely, the VM A’s contention intensity is
the performance degradation of other VMs that is caused by the
resource contention of VM A. We use Eq. (3) and (4) to quantify
the contention sensitivity and intensity features of the VM when it
is co-running with different micro-benchmarks.
Eq. (3) shows the VM Contention Sensitivity (VCS).
A
V C Sbench
=
i

A
A
C P Ico−run/bench
− C P Ialone
i

A
C P Ialone

(3)

A
where V CSbench
is the contention sensitivity of VM A when it
i

is co-running with benchi (the benchi is one of the eight microA
benchmarks), CP Ico−run/bench
is the CPI of VM A when it is coi

A
running with benchi , CP Ialone
is the CPI of VM A when it is running
alone.
Eq. (4) shows the VM Contention Intensity (VCI).

A
V C Ibench
=
i

benchi
benchi
C P Ico−run/A
− C P Ialone
benchi
C P Ialone

(4)

A
where V CIbench
is the contention intensity of VM A when it is
i

bench

i
co-running with benchi , CP Ico−run/A
is the CPI of benchi when it is

bench

co-running with VM A, CP Ialone i is the CPI of benchi when it is running alone.
By co-running with the micro-benchmarks, we collect a set of
contention features of the VM. These features are the dominant
factors that contribute to the performance degradation due to resource contention. The following section describes how to leverage
these features in the model to predict performance degradation.
4. Contention-aware performance prediction model
We propose the contention-aware performance prediction
model based on the VM runtime features of contention sensitivity and intensity described in the previous section. In our deployment scenario, we assume that applications deployed in the VMs
are typically long running, CPU and memory intensive workloads.
The contention-aware performance prediction model mainly consists of two parts:
(1) VM performance training module is responsible for collecting new VMs performance features. The training features
include the VCS and VCI of VMs collected in the training
multicore system. These features are used in the prediction model to predict performance degradation of co-located
VMs.
(2) VM performance online prediction module is used to predict the performance degradation of co-located VMs and
to indicate which co-location combinations can be applied.
The model regards VCS&VCI features as inputs and outputs
the predicted performance degradation. The prediction results can be used for contention-aware VM scheduling. The
VM online performance events are periodically monitored to
update the prediction model when the prediction error is
larger than a predeﬁned threshold.
4.1. VM training
Applications deployed in the VMs are typically long running
services. Before new VMs are deployed onto the physical production system, we collect the VM’s runtime features on the training
system. The runtime features are the VM’s VCS and VCI metrics
described in Section 3.2.
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During the model training phase, we collect both VM’s contention features and the actual performance degradation when two
VMs are co-located onto the same multicore processor. The VM’s
contention features are obtained via co-locating the new VM with
different micro-benchmarks respectively as Eq. (3) and 4 show.
The actual performance degradation of VMs are obtained via colocating two application VMs onto the same multicore processor
as Eq. (2) shows.
By running the VM alone, running the VM with microbenchmarks, and running the VM with other VMs, we can collect the contention features and performance degradation results
as training data to build our prediction model.
cg
sp
cg
sp
[V CSmicro
, V CImicro
, . . . , V CSmicro
, V CImicro
, P Dcg
co−run/sp ]

(5)

sp
cg
sp
cg
[V CSmicro
, V CImicro
, . . . , V CSmicro
, V CImicro
, P Dsp
co−run/cg ]

(6)

1

1

1

8

1

8

8

8

Eq. (5) and (6) present two examples of training data records
that are used to build the prediction model. Eq. (5) shows the
training data of using VM contention sensitivity of cg and VM contention intensity of sp to predict the performance degradation of
VM cg when it is co-running with VM sp. Similarly, Eq. (6) shows
the training data of performance degradation of VM sp when it is
co-running with VM cg. cg and sp are two benchmarks in the NPB
benchmark suite. After the prediction model is built, the model can
use the contention features of VM A and VM B as input to predict the performance degradation of VM A (P DAco−run/B ) and VM B
(P DBco−run/A ) respectively.
4.2. Online prediction model
In the prediction model, we use machine learning algorithms to
build the relationships between VMs’ contention features and the
performance degradation. Eq. (7) shows the input variables and the
output result in the prediction model. When VM A is co-running
with VM B in the same multicore system, the equation outputs the
A
predicted performance degradation of VM A (P
D
), using the
co−run/B

contention sensitivity features of VM A and the contention intensity features of VM B as inputs.
A
A
B
A
B
P
Dco−run/B = ML(V CSmicro
, V CImicro
, . . . , V CSmicro
, V CImicro
)
n
n
1
1

(7)

The ML in Eq. (7) denotes machine learning algorithms. In our
prediction model, we can utilize multiple machine learning algorithms once the input variables and output results are properly deﬁned. For example, Eq. (8) shows the linear regression model.
A
P
Dco−run/B =

N 


A
aiV CSmicro
i

+

B
biV CImicro
i



+c

(8)

i=1

In the linear model, the performance degradation of VM A is
proportional to each dimension of VM A’s contention sensitivity
and VM B’s contention intensity. The weights that each dimension
of A’s sensitivity and B’s intensity contribute to the overall performance degradation are determined by the coeﬃcient ai and bi . The
linear model assumes that VM A’s performance degradation from
each dimension is additive. However, different dimensions of contention features may be overlapped and interact with each other
in the real system, we rely on the regression algorithm to alleviate
this effect.
In the next Section 5, we will use other advanced non-linear
algorithms and the experiment results show the improved prediction accuracy. For example, in the regression tree model, the relationships between VM’s contention features and the performance
degradation are learned through information gain theory to address the complex interaction problems.
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Table 1
Multicore systems conﬁgurations.
System models

Dell R710

Dell R910

Processor type
Num. of cores
Shared cache
Clock frequency
Memory

Intel Xeon E5620
4 cores (2 sockets)
12 MB
2.4 GHz
32 GB

Intel Xeon E7520
4 cores (4 sockets)
18 MB
1.87 GHz
64 GB

4.3. Discussion
In the previous section, we present the prediction model based
on the two VMs contention for the ease of description. In the
multi-VM scenario, we can extend the model by regarding VM
B as the sum of the rest VMs (denoted as VMmix ) in the system. To obtain the VCS and VCI features of VMmix , we use the
micro-benchmarks to co-run with VMmix online and monitor their
CPIs respectively. We calculate the micro-benchmark’s performance
degradation as the VCI of VMmix . For the VCS of VMmix , we select
the VM among VMmix that has the largest performance degradation as the VCS of VMmix , so that we can guarantee the new VM
will not violate the QoS of all VMs in the VMmix . In this way, we
can obtain the VCS and VCI features of VMmix , and use them as input variables of the model to predict performance degradation as
described in Section 4.2.
The heterogeneous multicore systems are commonly seen. We
build the prediction model on the same type of multicore systems.
When it comes to the heterogeneous multicore systems, we have
to build the model for each type of the multicore system using
the same procedure described in our framework. As the contention
aware performance model runs for a long period of time, we can
accumulate more and more new VMs’ contention statistics and periodically update the model to reﬁne the prediction accuracy.
In our deployment scenario, we assume that applications in the
VMs are long running services and their workloads change infrequently. To address the workload phase change problem, we continuously monitor the CPI of VMs. When the performance monitor observes the CPI of a VM has drastic changes for a predeﬁned period, the model will update the contention features of the
corresponding VM. The online performance monitoring and phase
change detection methods can be found in [28].
As we focused on the multicore resource contention problems,
the I/O and network contention problems are beyond the scope of
this paper.
5. Performance evaluation
We evaluate the proposed contention-aware performance prediction model on two types of multicore systems summarised in
Table 1. VMs run on the qemu-kvm-1.0 virtualized platform. Both
the host and guest operating systems used in the experiments are
ubuntu 12.04 with the Linux kernel version 3.8.0–35. Each VM is
conﬁgured with 4 VCPUs and 8 GB memory. We use the following
benchmarks to run in VMs.
(1) NPB. The NAS Parallel Benchmark (NPB) suite [35] is a set
of benchmarks developed for evaluating the performance of
parallel systems. The NPB benchmark suite consists of 5 parallel kernels and 3 simulated application benchmarks.
(2) SPEC CPU 2006. The SPEC CPU 2006 [36] is an industrystandardized, CPU and memory intensive benchmark suite.
The benchmarks mainly test a system’s processor and memory subsystem resources.
We collect training and testing data sets to train the prediction model. In the experiment, we use NPB-OMP and NPB-MPI
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Fig. 2. The comparisons between the actual performance degradation and the predicted performance degradation under the linear regression model.

benchmarks with B and C classes, and use SPEC CPU 2006 benchmark with ref inputs as our workloads. Workloads are running inside VMs. VMs are pair-wise co-located onto the multicore processors. During the oﬄine training phase, we co-run 600 combinations of different workloads contending for shared resources
and collect the corresponding performance data. The collected data
format is regularised according to the weka arff ﬁle [37]. Each
data record contains VM’s VCS and VCI features as well as the
actual performance degradation results. We use the 10-fold crossvalidation method [38] to evaluate the prediction model.

5.1. Prediction accuracy
In the evaluation, we randomly choose 90% of the collected
data as the training data set and 10% of the collected data as
the testing data set. The prediction model is built using the training data. Then, using VM’s VCS and VCI features in the testing
data, the model outputs the predicted performance degradation.

We compare the model predicted results with the actual performance degradation recorded in the testing data.
Fig. 2 presents the comparison of the actual performance degradation results and the predicted results under the linear regression model. The x axis shows different benchmarks co-run combinations. The y axis is the VM’s performance degradation. For example, the ﬁrst combination in the x axis ompBmg.ompBsp represents the OMP B class benchmark mg is co-running with the OMP
B class benchmark sp in the same multicore system. The corresponding y axis shows that the predicted and actual performance
degradation of the benchmark mg are 12.1% and 12.3% respectively.
From the comparisons, we observe that in most cases the linear
model predicts the performance degradation very close to the actual results. However, in some cases, there exist a relatively large
gap between the predicted and actual results. The reason is that
the linear model is insuﬃcient to explore the non-linear parts in
the complex interactions among micro-architectural resources.
In our proposed framework, we can replace the linear regression algorithm with other machine learning algorithms. Fig. 3
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Fig. 3. The comparisons between the actual performance degradation and the predicted performance degradation under the REPTree model.

presents the actual and predicted results under the REPTree model.
The REPTree algorithm is one of the decision tree implementations
in the Weka tool [37]. The decision tree uses the divide and conquer strategy to learn a set of rules to build the relationships between the input variables and the output result. Unlike the linear
model, the tree model can more effectively capture the complex
non-linear correlations. As shown in Fig. 3, the gap between the
predicted and actual results under the REPTree model is relatively
smaller than that under the linear model.
To compare the prediction accuracy between two models, we
use the mean absolute error metric (MAE) to get a more comprehensive overview about the prediction results. Eq. (9) shows the
method of calculating the mean absolute error, where pi represents
the predicted performance degradation of VMi , and ai represents
the actual performance degradation of VMi .

MAE =

| p1 − a1 | + . . . + | pn − an |
n

(9)

Fig. 4 shows the MAE comparisons between the linear model
and the REPTree model. The x axis shows the benchmark that co-

runs with other benchmarks. The y axis shows the prediction mean
absolute error. For example, ompBmg in the x axis represents the
OMP class B benchmark mg co-runs with other benchmarks. We
record the predicted and actual performance degradation of mg in
each run and calculate the MAE using Eq. (9).
As shown in Fig. 4, most benchmarks have smaller MAE when
using the REPTree model than using the linear model. In general,
the REPTree model has higher prediction accuracy than the linear model. The reason is that the REPTree model can more effectively dig out the non-linear portions of the relationships between shared resource contention and the performance degradation of VMs. While the linear model is based on the assumption that the contention interference factors and the performance
degradation have linear correlations, other non-linear interactions
that contribute to the performance is not captured in the linear
model.
Table 2 shows ﬁve classic machine learning algorithms that
are used in our proposed model framework. To compare the
performance of these algorithms, we present four metrics that
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Fig. 4. The prediction mean absolute error (MAE) comparisons of the Linear regression model and the REPTree model.

Table 2
Summary of machine learning algorithms.

racy. The Bagging algorithm shows the best prediction results due
to its synthetic property.

Algorithms

Correlation coeﬃcient

MAE

RMSE

RRSE

Linear
REPTree
M5P
Bagging
Neural network

0.7939
0.8133
0.8526
0.8799
0.8309

0.0480
0.0357
0.0344
0.0283
0.0382

0.0708
0.0679
0.0609
0.0557
0.0724

0.6054
0.5806
0.5204
0.4760
0.6189

are commonly used in evaluation: Correlation coeﬃcient, Mean
Absolute Error (MAE), Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE), and Root
Relative Squared Error (RRSE). The Linear and REPTree algorithms
have discussed in previous section. The rest three algorithms are
the M5P, Bagging, and Neural Networking.
The M5P algorithm is a classic decision tree model, and is typically used in the numeric prediction scenarios. The Bagging algorithm is a strengthen version of the REPTree algorithm. The Bagging algorithm consists of multiple REPTrees, and the prediction
result is the mean value of multiple REPTree output results. The
Neural Networking algorithm is a popular machine learning algorithm in processing big data, and it can be used in the non-linear
relationships of numeric prediction.
As shown in Table 2, all ﬁve algorithms obtain acceptable prediction accuracy. This demonstrates that the VM’s contention sensitivity (VCS) and intensity (VCI) features are the dominant factors
that contribute to the VM’s performance degradation. Therefore,
using advanced machine learning algorithms with VM’s VCS and
VCI features as inputs, we can achieve desirable prediction accu-

5.2. Overhead analysis
The extra overhead of the contention aware VM performance
prediction model mainly consists of 4 parts: (1) the VM training
overhead; (2) the model building overhead; (3) the online performance monitoring overhead; (4) the prediction calculation overhead. Once the training data is collected, the model building and
the prediction calculation overhead is negligible. For example, in
the REPTree model, the algorithm uses the divide and conquer
techniques to learn the rules. The time complexity of building the
REPTree model is O(n|D|log(|D|)), where n is the number of features in the training set D, |D| is the number of training samples.
The models used in the experiment can be built within tens of milliseconds on our experimental platforms. After the model is built,
the prediction calculation only needs small constant CPU time.
Due to the performance monitor is periodically running online, we keep the monitoring overhead under 0.5% CPU consumption by using the low overhead hardware performance monitoring
counters. The VM training requires co-running the VM with microbenchmarks for tens of seconds. We use the micro-benchmarks to
capture the contention features of the VM which reduces the exhaustive co-running combinations with other VMs. In terms of the
VM’s long running service time, the training overhead is worthwhile to improve the system eﬃciency. To further reduce the training overhead, we save the VM’s contention features. When the
same type of new VMs need to be deployed, the contention features can be used without repeated training process.
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6. Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we present the contention-aware VM performance
prediction model on the virtualized multicore systems. Based on
the analysis of VM performance degradation caused by shared resource contention, we ﬁnd that VM’s data access patterns and
working set sizes are dominant factors that interfere with the behaviour of VM performance. Therefore, we design synthetic microbenchmarks to obtain VM’s contention sensitivity and intensity
features. These features are well captured the cause of performance degradation due to shared resource contention. Then, based
on these features, we build the contention-aware VM performance
prediction model using machine learning techniques. The precise
performance prediction capability makes possible of the more effective contention-aware VM scheduling algorithm design. The experimental results show that the proposed contention aware VM
performance prediction model achieves high accuracy and the
mean absolute error is 2.83%.
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